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Strengthen Trading Partner 
Relationships
Customers have become increasingly demanding, 
forcing many companies to focus on core compe-
tencies and tap into a network of partners that 
can provide complementary business processes, 
services, and capabilities. 

However, today’s enterprise-centric systems  
restrict visibility and collaboration. Many compa-
nies still rely on paper-based processes and 
point-to-point methods to connect to their  
customers, suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, 
and service providers. These largely linear, one- 
to-one connections create siloed systems that  
reduce confidence in data integrity. 

Additionally, as consumer’ demand for ethically 
sourced products increases and regional legisla-
tion imposes additional regulations, you must  
set and meet organizational sustainability goals. 
And when you design, manufacture, and deliver 

products in ways that minimize Scope 3  
emissions – as well as your carbon footprint  
and other environmental impacts – you need  
transparency, accountability, and collaboration 
among your trading partners across the supply 
chain. Furthermore, disruptions and volatility due 
to economic and political upheaval, trade policy, 
and environmental issues also amplify and com-
plicate supply chain challenges. 

By establishing collaboration through a many- 
to-many business network, you and your trading 
partners can remove the barriers of siloed  
systems and leverage opportunities to work  
better together. A business network enables  
collaborative, digital processes that extend the 
investment of your back-end ERP application 
systems outside the four walls of the organiza-
tion for enhanced visibility, greater efficiency,  
and improved business agility. A network also 
overcomes the challenges of disconnected data 
and fragmented business processes, driving  
scalability and speed across the supply chain.

The disruption of recent years, coupled with today’s economic and political volatility, 
has exposed the fragility and fragmentation of global supply chains. In addition, busi-
nesses are increasingly reliant on a global economy that has been transformed into a 
networked economy. To address changing market dynamics, develop resilience against 
global disruptions, and maintain the flexibility needed to transform business models, 
your business needs to collaborate more closely with your trading partners.  

Future-Proofing 

Your Business



Market

Dynamics

Today’s global economy presents significant 
challenges to business leaders, including:
 • Volatile economic conditions: Ongoing  
inflation, threats of recession, and banking- 
industry instability hamper the ability to  
anticipate revenue and profit growth. In addition, 
accessing needed capital is becoming more  
difficult, resulting in the initiation of cost-cutting 
measures and prioritization of technology  
investments that favor efficiency and innovation. 

 • Speed of digital purchasing: Similar to the 
trend in consumer shopping, procurement for 
business is chiefly being initiated online. Supplier 
Web sites and mobile apps are increasingly  
convenient and easy to navigate, as are supplier 
profiles and cost comparisons on marketplaces 
and search engines. Discounts for online volume 
purchases and repeat orders are also incentives 
for a more digital and omnichannel purchasing 
experience. 

 • Demanding customers: Both consumers and 
business customers are better informed about 
their purchasing decisions than ever before. 
They use digital channels for much of their  

information gathering and expect on-time  
delivery of quality and, increasingly, sustainable 
products. When an experience does not live  
up to expectations, people share their brand  
experiences (good or bad) on social media for 
all to see. 

 • Outsourcing: Companies continue to out-
source key functions of their organizations, 
such as marketing, logistics, packaging, and 
manufacturing. Not only can this provide cost 
savings and efficiencies, but it can also be a 
source of innovation as partners and service 
providers build additional capabilities in their 
focus operational areas. 

 • Sustainability: Consumers, investors, and  
employees increasingly prefer and expect  
purpose-driven companies, products, and 
brands, and they seek organizations committed 
to carbon neutrality as well as social and envi-
ronmental responsibility. In addition, a greater 
number of sustainability-related regulations  
are placing additional pressure on companies  
to obtain metrics and demand accountability 
from trading partners.
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The Global Economy Is a 

Networked Economy

As companies across all industries try to serve 
their customers better while reducing costs, many 
have decided to focus on their core competencies, 
looking to partners to provide complementary 
business processes, services, and capabilities.  
In addition, the following challenges exist:

 • Due to the recent inflationary environment and 
uncertain economic climate, cost-savings efforts 
have been evident across a number of 
industries.

 • Companies continue to outsource areas such  
as packaging, marketing, and manufacturing to 
take advantage of partner innovation and focus 
on core competencies within their businesses.

 • “Just in time” has become “just in case” inventory, 
which has implications for managing warehous-
ing and inventory costs, in addition to supporting 
visibility into maximum and minimum levels for 
supplier-managed inventory.

 • Ensuring quality products are delivered on time 
for enhanced customer satisfaction requires  
collaboration across multiple members of the 
supply chain. 

 • Material traceability is becoming increasingly 
important as companies ensure sourcing from 
reputable suppliers, maintain vigilance regarding 
sanctioned regions and companies, and protect 
brand reputation.

 • The use of contingent labor is growing to  
supplement staffing during peak periods. 

While these strategies help keep costs low and 
offer some flexibility, they also increase complex-
ity, risk, and the need for improved visibility and 
network-wide collaboration. 
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Figure 1: The Many Partners in the Networked Economy

A Closer Look at the Challenges of the 

Networked Economy

Behind the scenes of the networked economy lie 
reactive and largely siloed attempts to alleviate the 
obstacles inherent in dealing with the complexities 
of myriad suppliers, producers, distributors, and 
service providers (see Figure 1). Paper-based pro-
cesses and point-to-point integrations only make 

things worse – limiting the digitalization of  
processes and collaboration between trading  
partners. As a result, your business may be  
restrained in your ability to get the most from 
your trading partner relationships, while avoiding 
risks, reducing costs, and increasing visibility.
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Example Use Cases
As shown in Figure 2, a beverage company must manage many partners and processes when  
orchestrating a complex global ecosystem to deliver a drink to the consumer. Without a network,  
the company faces these challenges: 

This is the case for many organizations doing 
business today. Siloed technology doesn’t give 
them the ability to detect and respond rapidly  
to disruptions, which exposes them to financial, 
operational, and regulatory risks. To mitigate 

 • Day-to-day interruptions, 
such as delayed shipments, 
out-of-stock materials, low 
capacity of production, or 
supply shortages, which 
can affect top-line revenue

 • Lack of real-time visibility 
into what’s happening  
with critical suppliers  
and basing supply chain 
planning heavily on  
internal data alone,  
which limits the ability  
to dynamically respond  
to disruptions

 • Exposure to major  
disruptions, such as weather 
delays, critical equipment fail-
ures, or a trade war, which can 
all have a catastrophic impact 
on the company’s ability to 
serve and satisfy customers

Figure 2: Partners and Processes in a Beverage Company Example
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these risks, organizations are forced to carry  
excess inventory, hire additional staff, and build 
redundancies into their supply chains that inhibit 
speed and limit operational flexibility. Combined, 
these tactics create a major barrier to efficiency 
and agility.
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“Many of our employees were frustrated with 
outdated procurement processes and a lack  
of data availability. Users often did not know 
which supplier to contact, and overall sourcing 
governance and pipeline management was 
difficult.”
Simon Mays, Procurement Transformation Director, Britvic plc

Source: “Britvic: Making Procurement and Supplier Management Simpler and More Transparent,”  
SAP Online Customer Story, February 2023.

https://www.sap.com/spain/asset/dynamic/2023/02/a0f33d00-5f7e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
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Provide Multiple Ways to  
Participate 
In a truly global network, an individual organization 
must have the flexibility to play multiple roles. 
Company A may be a buyer in one scenario and a 
seller in another. Company B may be a shipper in 
one scenario and a carrier in another. Providing 
flexibility is a must. 

With our more singular approach, we aim to  
help you: 
 • Connect with a global community of trading 
partners to drive desired business outcomes

 • Strengthen collaborative capabilities to take 
advantage of the reach and power of the 
network

 • Use the intelligence of the network to learn 
from the past, act in the present, and predict 
the future

This can change how you work with your trading 
partners for the better. It can improve everything 
from how you source suppliers and manage supply 
chain risk to how you work together with partners 
to design, manufacture, deliver, and support the 
goods and services the global economy needs. 

Encourage a Community  
of Diverse Participants
To be successful, a business network must  
welcome and connect trading partners and  
other networks in all their forms:
 • Suppliers providing direct materials and indi-
rect goods and services to buying organizations

 • Manufacturers of components, packaging, and 
materials that comprise what a company builds 

 • Carriers, shippers, and other logistics  
providers that deliver raw materials and  
components to manufacturers and deliver the 
end products to distributors or customers

 • Distributors that get products into the hands  
of customers

 • OEM and asset operators that develop and 
maintain plant machinery or other equipment, 
offering proactive services and data that can  
improve equipment utilization and performance

 • Financial institutions that deliver working cap-
ital, financing, or payment options to network 
participants

 • Other existing networks, such as logistics  
networks, that provide consolidated access  
to multiple providers (such as Uber Freight,  
InstaFreight, and so on) or shipment tracking 
data (such as project44 and others) or existing 
industry, asset, or other networks

Our
Vision

At SAP, our goal is to infuse transparency, resiliency, and sustainability into supply chains through  
digitalized trading partner collaboration. Using a multi-enterprise business network, you can adapt to 
and future-proof your business, all while driving sustainability, in the following ways.
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Stand on an Open Architecture 
To be effective, a network must be able to easily 
connect to any system, data source, or application 
from any partner that is connected to it. It must 
be built with a common data model and APIs for 
secure and seamless integration. 

When built this way, the network can encompass 
a broader ecosystem, providing capabilities and 
value such as data or content experts that offer 
additional intelligence into business processes:
 • Suppliers that contribute ready-made catalogs 
of goods available for purchase

 • Applications that add depth and functionality  
to end-to-end processes – such as digital signa-
tures in the contract process

 • Financial institutions that provide payment,  
financing, and working capital solutions at  
different points in the process

 • Asset services that offer a central, global  
repository for asset data, and solutions for  
effective equipment data and maintenance 
management



The Building Blocks of 

SAP® Business Network 

Our strategy at SAP is to help every business  
run as an intelligent, sustainable enterprise (see 
Figure 3). Our solutions help break down silos  
between the different functions of an organization 
to bring incremental value to customers. Automa-
tion, business process integration, and innovation 
provide speed and scale to the many parts of your 
business. 

Figure 3: SAP Business Network: A Critical Component of Your Digital Business Strategy

SAP Business Network supports the extension  
of these end-to-end connected processes beyond 
the four walls of your organization. In doing so, the 
network facilitates the smooth exchange of data 
and insights across businesses and geographies 
to drive greater levels of collaboration and agility. 
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Create a Business Community of  
Trading Partners
A network is only as valuable as its scale and reach: 
the breadth of those who are on it and the diversity 
of services gained from it. Therefore, joining, access-
ing, and navigating the network must be easy and 
beneficial for all trading partners. 

SAP Business Network provides business-to- 
business (B2B) collaboration between and among  
trading partners. It’s a more simple, frictionless way 
to connect with trading partners online, using: 
 • A common trading partner directory, where 
businesses can onboard or find existing partners 
and discover new ones. This means a trading 
partner needs to be onboarded only once,  
regardless of the different roles it may play across 
the network. 

 • A single data model and user experience  
to enable the exchange of information and insights 
across businesses and geographies, driving greater 
levels of collaboration and flexibility 

 • An open network architecture that connects 
with existing networks to extend its reach and  
increase the value to its members

This approach creates extensibility and scalability, 
enabling your partners to build their own capabili-
ties. In addition, it acts as an integration point for  
third-party content, algorithms, and applications. 

SAP Business Network continues to grow because 
it’s not only intuitive to use but also beneficial to  
join – providing a “win-win” for all participants.  
By enabling access across industries and across  
functions, you get the scope and scale needed  
to do business better, no matter what type of  
business you’re in.
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Collaborate Across End-to-End  
Processes and Workflows
When your company is collaborating tightly with 
your trading partners and can share data and 
processes across a many-to-many network,  
your systems are working together in real time 
with the same set of data. A business network  
facilitates network-wide process orchestration to: 

 • Strengthen trading partner relationships by 
sharing critical information to improve collabora-
tion and build trust with enhanced transparency 
and insights

 • Anticipate and act swiftly to mitigate disruption 
and risk and respond to changes in demand 
and supply for supply chain resiliency

 • Drive sustainability to meet organizational goals 
and regulatory requirements by collaborating 
with like-minded trading partners and incorpo-
rating circularity into your supply chain

Tap into Analytics Using Collective  
Intelligence of the Network
Your business generates previously unimaginable 
amounts of data: 
 • Structured data from millions of transactions 
that get processed every day, as well as data 
from smart products and assets linked across 
the network

 • Unstructured data, such as sentiment analysis 
from customers about their perception of a 
company or product and their related 
experiences

 • Independent, third-party data, such as supply 
chain risk, proactive alerts to any changes in risk 
status, and insight into working with suppliers to 
mitigate risks to the supply chain and brand

Using this data, SAP Business Network provides 
a business context to help you: 
 • Learn from past activities by accessing  
historical data to identify trends, track KPIs,  
and benchmark against industry peers

 • Act on real-time information and insights 
through configurable dashboards, to identify 
and respond to events and alerts as they occur 
along the supply chain

 • Predict risks and opportunities by taking  
advantage of predictive analytics capabilities to 
avoid disruptions and maximize opportunities
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SAP Business Network brings together several 
portfolio subcategories that address multiple 
points along your supply chain.

SAP Business Network for Procurement 
enables buyers and suppliers to collaborate on 
indirect procurement transactions, strengthen 
their supplier relationships, and discover new  
business opportunities. Buyers can gain process 
efficiencies with automation and standardized 
workflows that benefit both buyers and suppliers, 
achieve greater procurement collaboration  
and visibility, and increase spend compliance 
with configurable business rules and network 
validation. This enables them to find new sources 
of savings and spur greater diversification within 
their supply base.
 
SAP Business Network for Supply Chain  
enables trading partners and their customers  
to collaborate for transparency into a multitier 
supply chain to help assure supply and on-time 
delivery, respond to disruption, and drive 
sustainability and product quality. Buyers can share 
critical information with trading partners for 
improved visibility into inventory, capacity, and 
supply; develop resiliency and respond to risk 
through tight collaboration with trading partners; 
and drive sustainability initiatives and safeguard 
brand reputation.

SAP Business Network for Logistics provides  
a central entry point to manage logistics 
transactions, exchange documents with key 
business partners, and gain insights across the 
supply chain. Shippers and carriers can jointly 
manage logistics transactions through an open, 
multimodal network, enriched by information 

Leverage the Portfolio Subcategories of

SAP Business Network 

from global logistics and risk partners. With  
SAP Business Network for Logistics, you can 
connect the stakeholders across logistics  
and product ecosystems for smooth, digitalized 
collaboration and advanced insights into 
performance, risk, and sustainability. In addition, 
you can streamline multimodal logistics operations 
through efficient collaboration with a global 
network of logistics service providers. You can 
achieve insight to action for goods in transit and 
build customer trust through product genealogy. 

SAP Business Network for Asset Management 
provides a central repository of equipment and 
asset information that can be shared among  
business partners, such as manufacturers, OEMs, 
operators, and service providers. This enables you 
to power more collaborative processes and deliver 
new business models. The result is improved asset 
effectiveness and operational performance. You 
can drive resilience and transparency in the asset 
lifecycle through collaborative asset management, 
enhance asset effectiveness for asset operators, 
enable new business models for OEMs, and 
improve maintenance performance for service 
providers. 

SAP Business Network for Finance enables 
you to better manage cash flow and working 
capital through strategic early-payment and 
discount management solutions. Companies  
can strengthen purchase order and invoice 
compliance and efficiency through collaboration, 
automation, and configurable network business 
rules, and they can financially reward suppliers for 
environmental, social, and corporate governance 
(ESG) reporting and accountability.
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“This project [implementation of 
SAP S/4HANA and SAP Business 
Network for Asset Management] 
has allowed RetiPiù to ensure ser-
vice continuity and avoid shutdowns 

– to provide quality service – while 
also reducing costs. We are a public 
company, so the ultimate benefit is 
for the citizens.”
Massimo De Filippi, Director of Technical and Information  
Services and Design, RetiPiù S.r.l.

Source: “RetiPiù: Making Utilities Maintenance More  
Efficient, Transparent, and Cost-Effective,” SAP Business  
Transformation Study, November 2021.

Putting the Network to Work
Several use cases illustrate how companies can 
put SAP Business Network to work. 

Example Use Case
For operators with assets or equipment requiring 
maintenance or repair, the most common request 
is this:  
“How can service engagements be  
faster and frictionless?”

This requires:
 • Visibility into, and collaboration across,  
processes for maintenance and project 
execution

 • Cross-company collaborative service and  
maintenance processing to help ensure  
alignment and execution of scope, planning, 
and delivery of work

 • The ability for the service provider to update 
notifications, orders, and confirmations through 
a shared, common work order

https://www.sap.com/finland/documents/2021/11/02d40da5-077e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
https://www.sap.com/finland/documents/2021/11/02d40da5-077e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
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Example Use Case
For companies with sustainability and ESG initia-
tives, the most common concern is this: 
“How can ESG initiatives be scaled to, and 
measured, across the entire supply chain?”

With a large majority of a company’s carbon  
footprint being generated by its supply chain, 
making headway on these initiatives requires:
 • The ability to target suppliers that meet ESG  
performance standards, such as for sustainability 
or diversity and inclusion initiatives, with attrac-
tive liquidity offers that support their growth

 • An ESG dashboard that you can draw from 
multiple scoring sources, providing a compre-
hensive view of supply chain performance that 
is shareable across the organization

 • Supplier liquidity segments that allow for  
specific financing rates for a group of suppliers 
that meet performance objectives or a certain 
criteria, such as minority- or women-owned 
businesses, so the suppliers can help ensure 
the most cost-effective funding goes where 
they want it

 • The ability to more easily track and reward the 
ESG qualifications of every trading partner in 
the supply base

“The next step in our digital procurement 
transformation journey with SAP Ariba® 
solutions and SAP Business Network is  
to expand the success that we’ve had in 
managing our spend in the maintenance, 
repair, and operations category to all the 
products and services we buy within our 
organization.”
Jay Maruso, Procurement Manager of Procure to Pay, Rich Products  
Corporation

Source: “Rich’s: Aligning Spend Management with Business Strategy 
and Goals,” SAP Online Customer Story, December 2022.

https://www.sap.com/asset/dynamic/2022/12/a290857e-547e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
https://www.sap.com/asset/dynamic/2022/12/a290857e-547e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
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“We meet the customer where they 
are. C.H. Robinson has been and  
always will be a customer-centric 
company, and SAP Business Network 
for Logistics helps us deliver for our 
customers as part of our mission to 
strengthen the global supply chain.”
Megan Orth, Senior Director of Commercial Connectivity,  
C.H. Robinson

Source: “C.H. Robinson: Automating Customer Supply 
Chains with Real-Time Pricing and Shipment Tracking,”  
SAP Online Customer Story, December 2022.

Example Use Case
For everyone from customers and manufacturers 
to production-line managers waiting for a part to 
fix a machine, the most common question is this: 
“Where’s my order?” 

For a production manager who needs a spare 
part, this requires: 

 • Coordinating part ordering and delivery with 
service providers who will do the maintenance

 • Tracking and tracing of inbound deliveries to 
monitor key exceptions, shipment details,  
supplier KPIs, and more

 • Dynamically sharing critical information such 
as location, accurate time of deliveries, and  
projected delays with service providers, so they 
can adapt accordingly

https://www.sap.com/asset/dynamic/2022/12/ae1e807c-537e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
https://www.sap.com/asset/dynamic/2022/12/ae1e807c-537e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
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Why SAP?
To thrive in a networked economy, you need to collaborate with your trading partners across an  
intelligent business network. Such a network is critical for adapting to changing market dynamics 
and future-proofing businesses. It’s foundational for creating resilience against global disruptions 
and ensuring the flexibility to adapt new business models – all while doing business as sustainably  
as possible.

SAP solutions can help you make this happen – expanding beyond well-defined internal business 
processes and digitalizing cross-company processes at various levels of the supply chain.

SAP Business Network is a comprehensive B2B collaboration platform that connects people, pro-
cesses, and systems across multiple enterprises, digitalizing transactions and creating transparent, 
resilient, and sustainable supply chains 
 
The network drives trading partner collaboration across procurement, supply chain, logistics, and  
asset management by enabling business processes beyond the four walls of your company across 
the value chain. This enables trading partners to exchange data, manage workflows, and apply  
network-wide intelligence to improve decision-making. By extending beyond individual businesses 
and facilitating the exchange of data and insights across trading partners, you can deliver more value 
than ever before. You can turn business relationships into a competitive advantage, using collective 
network intelligence and cross-network process collaboration to navigate disruptions, get products 
to market faster, reduce overhead and costs, or open up new businesses. 

SAP Business Network is trusted by millions of companies across 190 countries conducting more 
than US$4 trillion dollar in commerce each year. 

This is not just another platform or portal. It’s a game-changing way of working that simultaneously 
helps reduce risk and amplify both speed and stability.

Learn More
Visit us online. 

Studio SAP | 87866enUS (23/05) 
© 2023 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. See Legal Notice on www.sap.com/legal-notice for use terms, disclaimers, disclosures, or restrictions related to SAP Materials for general audiences.

https://www.sap.com/products/business-network.html
http://www.sap.com/legal-notice
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